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Relevant Disclosure and Resolution

Under Accreditation Council for Continuing Medical Education guidelines 
disclosure must be made regarding relevant financial relationships with 
commercial interests within the last 12 months. 

Name of Presenter

Commercial Interest

Nature of Relevant Financial Relationship

What was received? For what role?
Example: Name of 
Commercial Interest

Example: Speaker Fee Example: Promotional Speaker

The conflict was resolved by 

(Instructions: Use this slide and fill in the appropriate information if you have relevant 
financial relationships with commercial interests to disclose.  Otherwise delete this slide. If 
using this slide, please delete the instructions.)



Relevant Disclosure and Resolution

Under Accreditation Council for Continuing Medical Education 
guidelines disclosure must be made regarding relevant financial 
relationships with commercial interests within the last 12 months. 

Name of Presenter

I have no relevant financial relationships or affiliations with 
commercial interests to disclose.

(Instructions: Use this slide only if you have no relevant financial relationships with 
commercial interests to disclose.  Otherwise delete this slide.  

If using this slide, please delete the instructions and add your name.)



Experimental or Off-Label 
Drug/Therapy/Device Disclosure

I will be discussing experimental or off-label drugs, therapies and/or 
devices that have not been approved by the FDA.

(Instructions: Use this slide only if pertinent. Otherwise delete this slide. If you use this 
slide, please delete these instructions.)

If this does not apply delete slide



Professional Practice Gap
Instructions: Describe the difference between the actual and ideal practice 
behaviors with regard to professional and/or patient outcomes. Criterion 2 and 3
(Please delete the instructions by adding your gap(s) in this box.)
Example: Practitioners do not know…

Practitioners are unable to …
According to the latest evidence, practitioners fail to do…..

Gap 1:  



Learning Objectives

Upon completion of this session, participants will improve 
their competence and performance by being able to:

1.
2.
3.

(Instructions: objectives must contain verbs that are on the approved, 
attached list.  Please delete these instructions.) Criterion 5



Content

Level of Evidence (for more information see the resources tab on the cme website

References/Works cited:

(Instructions:  Copy and paste this slide to add additional slides to your PowerPoint.
Please delete these instructions.)



Conclusion and Clinical Pearls

Reinforces, summarizes and high lights the key learning points and desired 
results of the learners (Criterion 5)  

(Please delete these instructions.)



References

Instructions:  If references are included within your presentation slides, delete this slide.  
If no references are included within your presentation slides, add the list of references on 
this slide within this box.  
References are required.  

(Please delete these instructions.)

There is a difference between a Works Cited page, a References page,
and a Bibliography. A Works Cited page is a list of only those 
sources actually cited in your presentation. Sources to which you 
referred when researching your presentation, but did not actually 
cite, belong on the References page. A Bibliography is the same thing 
as a References page, but only books may be included in a proper 
Bibliography. If even one of your sources is a non-book (i.e., a 
magazine, tape, newspaper), then the correct heading for the page is 
References.



Additional Resources

INSTRUCTIONS: This slide should be used if you have additional information, 
research, checklist, patient education material, websites or related evidence-based 
articles which would reinforce the learning objectives, gaps and educational 
outcomes of this presentation. (Criterion 32)

(Please delete these instructions upon using this slide.)
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